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Startups & venture capital

This report focuses on companies in the internet 
age, i.e. after 1990. Most (but not all) unicorns are VC 
backed. The majority of the companies included in 
the analysis are tech–driven.

Companies included in the analysis are tech–driven. 
Industries include software, ecommerce, online 
marketplaces, hardware, ICT infrastructure. The full 
industry & business model taxonomy can be 
found online.

Investment numbers refer to venture capital 
investment rounds such as seed, series A, B, C, late 
stage, and growth equity rounds. It excludes debt or 
other non–equity funding, lending capital, grants 
and ICOs.

Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, and IPOs are 
treated as exits: excluded from funding data, but 
included in exit data.

Valuations, unicorns & future unicorns

A unicorn is defined as a rapidly scaling company 
(and tech enabled) that has reached a $1 billion 
valuation, on the basis of a funding round 
(unrealised), acquisition or IPO (realised). There are 
some notable edge–case. 

A future unicorn is defined as a tech driven company 
valued at over $250 million but less than $1 billion, 
excluding acquired and/or public companies.

For the analysis of Unicorns and Future Unicorns 
this reports uses the currency USD instead of EUR. 
More about the unicorn methodology can be found 
here.

The combined valuation of startups is based on their 
market cap or latest transaction value in Euro. 
Transaction value is realised from exit or implied 
unrealised valuation from the latest VC round, which 
is either announced or estimated by Dealroom 
based on market–based assumptions for dilution.

Underlying data

Dealroomʼs proprietary database and software 
aggregate data from multiple sources: harvesting 
public information, user–submitted data verified by 
Dealroom, data engineering. All data is verified and 
curated with an extensive manual process.

Most underlying data from the report is available 
online via edtech.dealroom.co. For more info 
please visit dealroom.co or contact 
support@dealroom.co.

 

●While Seed funding in Europe surged, most (>80%) Seed rounds remained in the range of $1–4m.

●In numbers, share of >$15m Series A almost doubled, while share of <$7m Series A dropped from ½ to ⅓.

Funding rounds between 2016–21:

● While Seed funding in Europe surged, most (>80%) Seed rounds remained in the range of $1–4m.

● In numbers, share of >$15m Series A almost doubled, while share of <$7m Series A dropped from ½ to ⅓.

Key takeaways

Time from Seed to Series A for the 2016–18 Seed cohort:

● The median was ~24 months, but may in fact be at least 6 months longer due to the typical reporting lag.

● As with the 2012–15 cohort, conversion to Series A mostly (>80%) occurred within 36 months.

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months for the 2016–18 Seed cohort:

● Only 1 in every 4–5 companies has converted – no significant change relative to the the 2012–15 Seed cohort.

● Companies with a Seed–focused VC fund invested in their Seed saw a higher conversion rate of 1 in 3.

● Only a handful of Seed–focused VCs which mostly led/co–led rounds, had a conversion rate of >50%.

 

●The median was ~24 months, but may in fact be at least 6 months longer due to the typical reporting lag.

●As with the 2012–15 cohort, conversion to Series A mostly (>80%) occurred within 36 months.

 
●Only 1 in every 4–5 companies has converted – no significant change relative to the 2012–15 Seed cohort.

●Companies with a Seed–focused VC fund invested in their Seed saw a higher conversion rate of 1 in 3.

●Only a handful of Seed–focused VCs which mostly led/co–led rounds, had a conversion rate of >50%.

Funding rounds between 2016–21:

Time from Seed to Series A for the 2016–18 Seed cohort:

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months for the 2016–18 Seed cohort:

https://knowledge.dealroom.co/knowledge/dealroom-industries
https://dealroom.co/blog/what-is-a-unicorn
https://edtech.dealroom.co/intro
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Startups & venture capital

This report focuses on companies in the internet 
age, i.e. after 1990. Most (but not all) unicorns are VC 
backed. The majority of the companies included in 
the analysis are tech–driven.

Companies included in the analysis are tech–driven. 
Industries include software, ecommerce, online 
marketplaces, hardware, ICT infrastructure. The full 
industry & business model taxonomy can be 
found online.

Investment numbers refer to venture capital 
investment rounds such as seed, series A, B, C, late 
stage, and growth equity rounds. It excludes debt or 
other non–equity funding, lending capital, grants 
and ICOs.

Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, and IPOs are 
treated as exits: excluded from funding data, but 
included in exit data.

Valuations, unicorns & future unicorns

A unicorn is defined as a rapidly scaling company 
(and tech enabled) that has reached a $1 billion 
valuation, on the basis of a funding round 
(unrealised), acquisition or IPO (realised). There are 
some notable edge–case. 

A future unicorn is defined as a tech driven company 
valued at over $250 million but less than $1 billion, 
excluding acquired and/or public companies.

For the analysis of Unicorns and Future Unicorns 
this reports uses the currency USD instead of EUR. 
More about the unicorn methodology can be found 
here.

The combined valuation of startups is based on their 
market cap or latest transaction value in Euro. 
Transaction value is realised from exit or implied 
unrealised valuation from the latest VC round, which 
is either announced or estimated by Dealroom 
based on market–based assumptions for dilution.

Underlying data

Dealroomʼs proprietary database and software 
aggregate data from multiple sources: harvesting 
public information, user–submitted data verified by 
Dealroom, data engineering. All data is verified and 
curated with an extensive manual process.

Most underlying data from the report is available 
online via edtech.dealroom.co. For more info 
please visit dealroom.co or contact 
support@dealroom.co.

● Funding rounds are self–labeled with little consistency across different companies and investors.
 

● But robust benchmarks on the journey from Seed to Series A require reliable comparisons.

● So weʼve applied a systematic approach to re–labeling rounds based on amount, timing, sequencing, and 
more.

● This generated a qualified dataset of 16,805 relevant funding rounds of 12,957 companies since 2016.

● Weʼve assessed developments in the funding environment and in the dynamics of conversion from Seed to 
Series A during that period, and compared those to the first analysis we published 4 years ago.

● Where possible, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the methodology to ascertain the validity of the findings. 

● The full methodology and definitions are detailed at the end of this document.

● Funding rounds are self–labeled with little consistency across different companies and investors.
 

● But robust benchmarks on the journey from Seed to Series A require reliable comparisons.

● So weʼve applied a systematic approach to re–labeling rounds based on amount, timing, sequencing, and more.

● This generated a qualified dataset of 16,805 relevant funding rounds of 12,957 companies since 2016.

● Weʼve assessed developments in the funding environment and in the dynamics of conversion from Seed to Series A 
during that period, and compared those to the first analysis we published 4 years ago.

● Where possible, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the methodology to ascertain the validity of the findings. 

● The full methodology and definitions are detailed at the end of this document.

The rationale for this analysis

https://knowledge.dealroom.co/knowledge/dealroom-industries
https://dealroom.co/blog/what-is-a-unicorn
https://edtech.dealroom.co/intro
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Seed rounds
1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwiseSeed funding in 

Europe more than 
doubled between 
2016–21

Seed rounds by size

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$1,983M $2,213M

$3,008M
$2,599M

$2,959M

$5,308M

93% 93% 87% 88% 86% 80%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

11% 10% 12% 15%

While the share of larger Seed 
rounds doubled, the vast 
majority of Seed and Seed+ 
rounds remained in the range of 
$1–4m.

View the rounds »

link to charts

Number of rounds    ▊Amount ($M)  ▊<$4m     ▊$4m–7m     ▊>=$7m
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Seed+ rounds
Rounds between a Seed and a Series A, larger than the Seed

Seed+ rounds by size

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$359M

$459M
$441M $465M

$522M $507M

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

91% 84% 95% 87% 98%

13% 8%

94%

 Number of rounds    ▊Amount ($M)  ▊<$4m     ▊$4m–7m     ▊>=$7m
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https://app.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/founding_or_hq_slug_locations/anyof_europe/standardised_round_label/anyof_SEED%2B_SEED?showStats=true&sort=-amount
https://app.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/amount_max/anyof_15000000/founding_or_hq_regions/anyof_MENA/growth_stages/not_mature/is_verified/anyof_yes/months_names/anyof_jan_feb_mar/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/not_outside%20tech/years/anyof_2023?showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=rounds
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sukHwQiO00jpCK-q59M6Xh70iquFcAUjUb2PtfdBHf0/edit#gid=0
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Series A rounds
1st round >=$4m self–labeled as Series A, $4–100m otherwise

Series A rounds by sizeSeries A rounds

1st round >=$4m self–labeled as Series A, $4–100m otherwise

View the rounds »

add separating commas
two axis
all fonts same size between charts
charts can be larger

Series A funding increased by almost 5x with more than double the number of rounds, 
the share of number of Series A rounds >$15m almost doubled

* Less than ⅓ of $4–7m Series A rounds were not self–labeled as such.

Number of rounds    ▊$4m–7m      ▊$7–15m     ▊$15m–50m     ▊$50m  ▊$4m–7m      ▊$7–15m     ▊$15m–50m     ▊$50m  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$3,323M

$15,778M

49%
43% 47% 45% 41%

33%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

15% 13% 15% 14% 19%
24%
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$4,361M

$5,915M
$6,635M$6,706M

34% 42% 37% 39%
38%

39%

https://app.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/founding_or_hq_slug_locations/anyof_europe/standardised_round_label/anyof_SERIES%20A?showStats=true&sort=-amount
https://app.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/amount_max/anyof_15000000/founding_or_hq_regions/anyof_MENA/growth_stages/not_mature/is_verified/anyof_yes/months_names/anyof_jan_feb_mar/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/not_outside%20tech/years/anyof_2023?showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=rounds
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Median round size in $m

Seed is the 1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise; 
Series A is the 1st round >=$4m self–labeled as Series A, $4–100m otherwise

The median Series A 
grew by 40%, with an 
expected spike in 2021

Median round size ($m)

▊Seed   ▊Seed+   ▊Series A

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

7.1

2.4
1.7 1.7

2.8

8.0

1.9

2.7

7.6
7.9

2.4
1.8 1.9

2.8

8.4

2.2
2.7

10.0

OK for design

Median round size ($m)

▊Seed   ▊Seed+   ▊Series A
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

1.0

2.0

3.0

Comment

Median pre–Series A capital raised by companies ($m)

▊$4M    ▊$5M    ▊$6M    ▊$7M
(X to Y companies depending on the threshold)Median pre–Series A 

capital raised by 
companies ($m)

Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series A:

OK for design

The median amount 
of capital raised 
pre–Series A 
has remained 
between $2.5–3m

Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series A*:

3.0

2.0

1.0

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Median pre–Series A capital raised by companies ($m)

▊ $4M   ▊ $5M   ▊ $6M    ▊ $7M
(130 to 170 companies depending on the threshold)

* To assess the robustness of the findings, we included where possible a sensitivity analysis to the 
minimum qualifying amount for relabeling a round as a Series A when it wasnʼt self-labeled as such.
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2016–2018 Seed cohort2012–2015 Seed cohort

Considering the typical lag between the closing and reporting of Seed rounds – which is less common with Series A 
rounds – the actual median from Seed to Series A may be at least 6 months longer.

As the different curves demonstrate, these figures are not at all sensitive to the threshold for a re–labeled Series A.

▊$4M    ▊$5M    ▊$6M    ▊$7M
(500 to 630 companies depending on the threshold)

The median time from Seed to Series A is ~24 months, and conversion to Series A mostly 
occurs within 36 months

▊$4M    ▊$5M    ▊$6M    ▊$7M
(800 to 1000 companies depending on the threshold)

Median time from Seed to Series A Median time from Seed to Series A

Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series 
A*:

% of companies that 
raised their Series A 
by that time, out of all 
converted companies

* To assess the robustness of the findings, we included where possible a sensitivity analysis to the 
minimum qualifying amount for relabeling a round as a Series A when it wasnʼt self-labeled as such.
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Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months

▊2012–2015 Seed cohort    ▊2016–2018 Seed cohort

These conversion rates vary only slightly (around 1 percentage point) from the ones calculated only 
based on qualified self–labeled Seed and Series A rounds, demonstrating that while the re–labeling 
makes the analysis more robust, it doesnʼt materially alter its conclusion.

Only 1 in every 4–5 
companies converts 
from Seed to Series A, 
and despite the 
funding surge – that 
rate has barely 
changed between the 
2012–15 and 2016–18 
Seed cohorts

Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series A*:

26%
24%

22% 21%

23%
21% 20% 19%

$4m $5m $6m $7m

* To assess the robustness of the findings, we included where possible a sensitivity analysis to the 
minimum qualifying amount for relabeling a round as a Series A when it wasnʼt self-labeled as such.
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Companies that 
had a 
Seed–focused VC 
fund invested in 
their Seed round 
saw a higher 
conversion rate 
of 1 in 3

xx companies 
xx companies 

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months, 2016–18 Seed cohort

▊Seed rounds with Seed–focused VCs
  – – –  Europe 

658 companies 

$4m $5m $6m $7m

34% 33% 32% 31%

Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series A*:

26%
24% 22% 21%

This is based on the set of portfolio companies of 126 Seed–focused VC funds (excluding state–owned): 
those who at least 70% of their first investments in a company were at Pre–Seed/Seed/Seed+ stage, and 
made at least 4 Seed/Seed+ investments during 2016–18.

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months, 2016–18 Seed cohort

▊Seed rounds with Seed–focused VCs      – – –  Europe
658 companies

* To assess the robustness of the findings, we included where possible a sensitivity analysis to the 
minimum qualifying amount for relabeling a round as a Series A when it wasnʼt self-labeled as such.
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OK for design

10%

20%

30%

$4m $5m $6m $7m
Threshold for a 
re–labeled Series A*:

Companies that 
raise more than $4m 
of pre–Series A 
funding have a higher 
conversion rate to 
Series A

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A within 36 months, 2016–18 Seed cohort

▊<$4M pre–Series A capital   ▊>$4M Pre–Series A capital

* To assess the robustness of the findings, we included where possible a sensitivity analysis to the 
minimum qualifying amount for relabeling a round as a Series A when it wasnʼt self-labeled as such.
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26% of Seed companies have raised a Series A after 36 months

 2012–15 Seed cohort    New Palo Alto only 2016–18 Seed cohort    New Palo Alto only  

Conversion rate to Series A by time elapsed since Seed round
Seed is the 1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise; 
Series A is the 1st round >=$4m self–labeled as Series A, $4–100m otherwise

 2012–15 Seed cohort    New Palo Alto only 2016–18 Seed cohort    New Palo Alto only 

2012–15 
Seed cohort

      2016–18 Seed cohort     New Palo Alto only 

12 months 24 months 36 months 48 months 60 months

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

▊Europe    ▊New Palo Alto

2016–18 
Seed cohort

2016–18 
Seed cohort

New Palo Alto (NPA) is a supercluster of 
leading European ecosystems and 
research hubs that sit within a four hour 
train ride of London.

The conversion rate 
from Seed to Series A 
in New Palo Alto has 
been consistently 
higher than the 
European by 
~5 percentage points

2012–15 
Seed cohort

London Amsterdam

Paris

Brussels

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A

Conversion rate from Seed to Series A

▊Europe    ▊New Palo Alto
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20+ Seed investments9–20 Seed investments

Some seed–focused funds have seen a conversion rate of >50% with the 2016–18 Seed cohort
NAME TYPE # Seed rounds Converted Seeds 

to Series A

% of Seed 
conversion to 

Series A

% of Pre–seed & 
Seed

Cavalry Ventures venture_capital 12 10 83% 92%

Cherry Ventures venture_capital 21 17 81% 88%

Fly Ventures venture_capital 15 11 73% 100%

DN Capital venture_capital 11 8 73% 71%

Amadeus Capital Partners venture_capital 10 7 70% 86%

Connect Ventures venture_capital 15 10 67% 88%

JamJar Investments venture_capital 17 11 65% 76%

Forward Partners venture_capital 11 7 64% 87%

Point Nine venture_capital 26 16 62% 100%

LocalGlobe venture_capital 55 33 60% 91%

Daphni venture_capital 10 6 60% 67%

Picus Capital venture_capital 10 6 60% 75%

Crane Venture Partners venture_capital 10 6 60% 92%

Anthemis Group venture_capital 10 6 60% 58%

Frontline Ventures venture_capital 21 12 57% 91%

Polytech Ventures venture_capital 9 5 56% 91%

Project A venture_capital 11 6 55% 61%

360 Capital Partners venture_capital 20 10 50% 80%

Entrepreneur First accelerator 18 9 50% 83%

Force Over Mass Capital venture_capital 20 10 50% 88%

Atlantic Labs accelerator 14 7 50% 71%

IQ Capital venture_capital 14 7 50% 79%

Kindred Capital venture_capital 12 6 50% 78%

Daphni

Anthemis Group

Project A

Funds were considered only if: at least 70% of their first investments in a company were at Pre–Seed/Seed/Seed+ stage, they made at least 9 
Seed/Seed+ investments during 2016–18, and they were a lead/co–lead investor in most of them.

https://app.dealroom.co/investors/fly_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/connect_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/forward_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/amadeus_capital_partners
https://uk.dealroom.co/investors/kindred_1
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/picus_capital
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/point_nine_capital
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/point_nine_capital
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/cherry_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/360_capital_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/point_nine_capital
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* No companies in this dataset raised a first round >$7m which took place within 5 years from founding, wasnʼt self–labeled, and was followed by a qualified Series A.  
*** In this analysis we removed the $1m cap for Pre–Seed rounds to align more closely with self–labels, but there are still only 159 of those in the dataset (3% of the re–labeled Pre–Seed rounds).

* No companies in this dataset raised a first round >$7m which took place within 5 years from founding, wasnʼt self–labeled, and was followed by a qualified Series A.
** In this analysis we removed the $1m cap for Pre–Seed rounds to align more closely with self–labels, but there are still only 159 of those in the dataset (3% of the re–labeled Pre–Seed rounds).

Methodology & definitions

STEP 1

58,203 European funding 
rounds between January 
2010 to December 2021 
were considered
Exclusion of rounds: 
(a) of companies founded before 
2010 (9,656); (b) smaller than 
$250k (8,367); (c) of undisclosed 
size which werenʼt self–labeled 
as “Seed” (4,909); (d) larger than 
$100m and labeled as “Growth 
Equity” or “Late VC”; or (e) larger 
than $30m which werenʼt 
self–labeled and where no 
smaller or other self–labeled 
rounds took place 

5,271 remaining rounds.

STEP 2

Qualification of rounds 
which were self–labeled as 
“Seed” or “Series A”

● First rounds >=$1m, 
self–labeled as “Seed” which 
took place within 5 years 
from founding – were 
qualified as “Seed” (6,184)

● First rounds >=$4m, 
self–labeled as “Series A” – 
were qualified as “Series A” 
(2,320)

STEP 3

Re–labeling and 
qualification of other 
rounds:

● First rounds >=$1m (and 
<=$7m) which took place 
within 5 years from founding – 
were re–labeled as “Seed” 
(3,044) *

● First rounds >=$4m where no 
round was qualified as a 
“Series A” yet – were 
re–labeled as “Series A” 
(1,654) 

● Undisclosed rounds 
self–labeled as “Seed” 
followed by a qualified “Series 
A” where the company has no 
other qualified “Seed” rounds 
– were qualified as “Seed” 
(307)

STEP 4

Re–labeling and 
qualification of 
“Pre–Seed”, “Seed 
Extension”, and “Seed+” 
rounds:
● Any round >$250k which 

took place within 5 years 
from founding and where a 
qualified “Seed” hasnʼt 
preceded it – was re–labeled 
as “Pre–Seed” (8,078) **

● Any round after and smaller 
than a qualified “Seed” and 
before a qualified  “Series A” 
– was relabeled as “Seed 
Extension” (1,140)

● Any round after and larger 
than a qualified “Seed” and 
before a qualified “Series A” 
– was relabeled as “Seed+” 
(1,612)

STEP 5

The following rounds were 
excluded:

● Other undisclosed rounds 
self–labeled as “Seed” 
(7,308)

● Other rounds after qualified 
“Series A” rounds (2,802)

● Other rounds that were not 
re–labeled (1,232)
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Seed+  964 rounds Seed  7,165 rounds Pre Seed  5,270 rounds 

Series A  2,933 rounds  Seed  9,636 rounds 

And indeed, re–labelling makes a huge difference...

After re–labeling

Before re–labeling

The qualified dataset of 16,805 relevant funding rounds of 12,957 companies since 2016

Angel  845 rounds  

Pre–Seed
1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise

Seed
1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise

Seed+
1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise

Series A
1st round >=$1m self–labeled as Seed, $1–7m otherwise
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 * “Early VC” is the default label for rounds of $1–10m with no self–reported label.
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EXTRA CONTENT
ALIGN HERE EXTRA CONTENT / SOURCES / INSPIRATION

LOGOS SPACING

YEAR / EXTRA LABEL

TITLE

GRAPH TITLE

GRAPH / MAIN CONTENT

FOOTER

GRAPH 1 GRAPH 2
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The Journey to Series A in 
Europe – Part 3
Conversion of 2016–2018 seed 
rounds to date


